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Abstract—In this manuscript, a wavelet-based blind watermarking scheme has been proposed as a means to provide security to authenticity of a fingerprint. The information used for identification or verification of a fingerprint mainly lies in its minutiae. By robust watermarking of the minutiae in the fingerprint image itself, the useful information can be extracted accurately even if the fingerprint is severely degraded. The minutiae are converted in a binary watermark and embedding these watermarks in the detail regions increases the robustness of watermarking, at little to no additional impact on image quality. It has been experimentally shown that when the minutiae is embedded into wavelet detail coefficients of a fingerprint image in spread spectrum fashion using a pseudorandom sequence, the robustness is observed to have a proportional response while perceptual invisibility has an inversely proportional response to amplification factor “k”. The DWT-based technique has been found to be very robust against noises, geometrical distortions filtering and JPEG compression attacks and is also found to give remarkably better performance than DCT-based technique in terms of correlation coefficient and number of erroneous minutiae.
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1. Introduction

Fingerprints are unique biometrics mainly used for the establishment of instant personal identity. However they are susceptible to accidental/intentional attacks. Protection of biometric data is gaining interest and digital watermarking techniques are used to protect the biometric data from either accidental or intentional attacks [1-2]. Among the various biometrics, fingerprints are more famous in the authentication area, as they are unique to each person and are widely used in identification and verification of personal individuality. However, they are susceptible to accidental and intentional attacks, when transmitted over network. Thus, a defensive scheme is needed which will preserve fidelity and prevent modifications [3-5].

This problem can be addressed by embedding an invisible structure into a host signal to mark its ownership [4-5]. These structures are called digital watermarks and the associated embedding process digital watermarking. Watermarking of fingerprint images can be used to secure central databases from which fingerprint images are transmitted on request to intelligence agencies in order to use them for identification purposes [3]. In such cases, identification or verification process is generally preceded by a minutiae extraction and matching process. There might be a situation when due to some incidental/intentional tampering, the received fingerprint is degraded beyond the capability of providing recognizable minutiae. To provide a solution to such a situation, the minutiae of a fingerprint may be embedded into the fingerprint so that even in case of fingerprint degradation, the minutiae can be robustly extracted and utilized for identification/verification process. The present manuscript addresses this issue.

The general process of watermarking involves the use of a key which must be used to successfully embed and extract the hidden information. The goal is to embed some information in the image without affecting its visual content. The embedding mechanism entails imposing imperceptible changes to the host signal to generate a marked signal containing the watermark information, while the extraction routine attempts to reliably recover the hidden watermark from a possibly tampered watermarked signal. At present, digital watermarking research primarily involves the identification of effective signal processing strategies to discreetly, robustly, and unambiguously hide the watermark information into multimedia signals [6-7]. In practice, it is required that a signal is accurately hidden into image data in such a way that it is very difficult to be perceived after hiding and also difficult to be removed [6-7]. It can be stated that the most important features a watermarking technique to be used for Intellectual Property Rights protection should exhibit are unobtrusiveness and robustness [8]. Ideal characteristics of a digital watermark include perceptual and statistical invisibility, fairly simple extraction and accurate detection, robustness to filtering, additive noise compression or image manipulations, and the ability to determine its true owner [7, 9].

A blind watermarking scheme is one where the cover signal (the original signal) is not needed during the detection process to detect the mark. Solely the key or the seed value, which is typically used to generate some random sequence used during the embedding process, is required. It is the blind watermarking schemes that find applications in biometric data communication where the host image is the main biometric data to be transmitted and the watermark can be a property or intrinsic information of that biometric data or an authentic identification of the biometric data owner itself.

Early work on digital watermarking for still images focused on information hiding in the spatial domain [11]. Recent efforts are mostly based on frequency-domain techniques [12-14]. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based technique proposed by Lin et al. [12] addresses the watermark embedded at low frequency by using weighted correction to improve the imperceptibility of the watermark. Given the suitability of Discrete Wavelet Transform to model the Human Visual System behavior and its multiresolution properties [13-15], the
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DWT has gained interest among watermarking researchers, and a lot of work has been done in past two decades [16-18]. A wavelet based technique proposed by Abu-Errub et al. [16] uses optimization and genetic algorithm for spread spectrum watermarking. Another wavelet based technique [18] using pseudonoise sequence for embedding into detail coefficients.

Embedding a watermark in both low and high frequencies leads to a robust scheme that can resist different kinds of attacks. Embedding in low frequencies increases the robustness with respect to attacks that have low pass characteristics like filtering, lossy compression, and geometric distortions while making the scheme more sensitive to modifications of the image histogram, such as contrast/brightness adjustment, gamma correction, and histogram equalization. Watermarks embedded in middle and high frequencies are typically less robust to low-pass filtering, lossy compression, and small geometric deformations of the image but are highly robust with respect to noise adding, and nonlinear deformations of the gray scale.

After a comparative study of various watermarking approaches in spatial and frequency domain and keeping the above mentioned points in consideration, a wavelet-based, blind and robust minutiae watermarking technique for fingerprint protection has been proposed in this manuscript. Strategic discontinuity information (minutiae) of the fingerprint is extracted and converted into a binary watermark. This watermark is embedded in all the detail coefficients of the DWT transformed coefficients of the cover fingerprint. The objective of this watermarking scheme is to ensure secure transmission of minutiae details even over a noisy communication channel or over one subject to intentional tampering. Our earlier work [18] involved embedding of a binary name label of the owner of the fingerprint. However, since here, the watermark (minutiae) is the intrinsic crucial information of the fingerprint itself, the utility as well as security application is greatly improved. Also, robustness has been improved by using two different pseudorandom sequences for both binary levels of watermark. The key contribution of this work is the application of existing wavelet-based binary watermarking scheme for the purpose of minutiae watermarking. Rigorous pre-processing mechanisms have been investigated to extract accurate minutiae points. These minutiae points have been uniquely used as a binary watermark for embedding. After robust extraction, even in the presence of strong attacks, this watermark is recovered into minutiae information.

II. FINGERPRINT MINUTIAE

A fingerprint is formed from an impression of the pattern of ridges on a finger. A ridge is defined as a single curved segment, and a valley is the region between two adjacent ridges. The minutiae, which are the local discontinuities in the ridge flow pattern, provide the features that are used for identification (Fig. 1(a)). Details such as the type, orientation, and location of minutiae are taken into account while performing minutiae extraction. Minutiae points are most generally the locations of ending or bifurcation of ridges in a fingerprint (as shown in Fig. 1(b)).

The steps of fingerprint minutiae extraction are [19, 20]:
(a) Fingerprint enhancement
(b) Feature extraction

A 2-dimensional Gabor filter consists of a sinusoidal plane wave of a particular orientation and frequency, modulated by a Gaussian envelope, Gabor filters are employed because they have frequency-selective and orientation-selective properties. These properties allow the filter to be tuned to give maximal response to ridges at a specific orientation and frequency in the fingerprint image. Therefore, a properly tuned Gabor filter can be used to effectively preserve the ridge structures while reducing noise [21].

Feature (minutiae) extraction includes binarization, thinning followed by morphological operations.

III. PROPOSED WATERMARKING SCHEME

The proposed watermarking scheme has been shown in Fig. 2. The cover image is the fingerprint while the watermark is a binary image equivalent to the minutiae of the cover fingerprint. The scheme has been divided into two sections: Minutiae Embedding and Minutiae Extraction. One of the many advantages of the wavelet transform is that it is believed to more accurately model aspects of the Human Visual System (HVS) as compared to the FFT or DCT [14]. This allows us to use higher energy watermarks in regions that the HVS is known to be less sensitive to, such as the high resolution detail bands (LH, HL, HH). Embedding watermarks in these regions allow us to increase the robustness of our watermark, at little to no additional impact on image quality.
A. Embedding procedure

The steps of minutiae watermark embedding as follows:

Step 1: The fingerprint image is decomposed into its 1-level two-dimensional DWT coefficients. Out of the four subbands, only the three high resolution detail subbands \{LH, HL, HH\} are selected.

Step 2: Fingerprint Preprocessing
A real fingerprint might have discontinuities that might lead to erroneous minutiae. Therefore, minutiae extraction is preceded by fingerprint preprocessing. This step involves normalization, ridge orientation and frequency estimation. Finally, the ridge orientation and frequency estimation values are used for filtering the fingerprint using Gabor wavelet. Gabor filtering enhances the ridges oriented in the direction of the local orientation, and decreases anything oriented differently. Hence, the filter increases the contrast between the foreground ridges and the background, whilst effectively reducing noise. The filtered output is then binarized and thinned to one-pixel width.

Step 3: Minutiae Extraction
Minutiae points such as end points and bifurcation points are identified by calculating Crossing number (CN) [22]. The Crossing Number method extracts the ridge endings and bifurcations from the skeleton image by examining the local neighbourhood of each ridge pixel using a 3x3 window. The CN value is then computed, which is defined as half the sum of the differences between pairs of adjacent pixels in the eight-neighbourhood.

\[
CN = 0.5 \sum_{i=1}^{8} |P_i - P_{i+1}|, \quad P_1 = P_9
\]

where \(P_i\) is the pixel value in the neighborhood of a pixel \(P\). For a pixel \(P\), its eight neighboring pixels are scanned in an anticlockwise direction as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_4 & \rightarrow P_3 \rightarrow P_2 \\
P_5 & \rightarrow P \rightarrow P_1 \\
P_6 & \rightarrow P_7 \rightarrow P_8
\end{align*}
\]

After the CN for a ridge pixel has been computed, the pixel can then be classified according to the property of its CN value as shown in Table I.
Out of these, isolated points, and crossing points are unlike to occur in a natural fingerprint. Continuing ridge point cannot be categorized as a strategic location. The only minutiae of interest are ridge endings and bifurcation points (corresponding to $CN=1$ and $CN=3$ respectively). This operation is performed on a specific central region of interest to avoid errors from the boundary of fingerprint images. The minutiae thus extracted have the following information: $x$ and $y$ coordinates, orientation of ridge at that location and the type of minutiae (ending or bifurcation). Type of minutiae can already be set as 0 for ending and 1 for bifurcation, making it a binary format. The remaining three columns of the set of minutiae can be converted into binary form by 8-bit representation and a binary watermark is generated by concatenating the eight individual bit planes. The process of creation of binary watermark from minutiae points is shown in Fig. 3.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CN</th>
<th>Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Isolated point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ridge Ending point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Continuing ridge point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bifurcation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Crossing points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 4: Two uniformly distributed, highly uncorrelated, zero-mean, two-dimensional pseudorandom sequences ($PN_0$ and $PN_1$) of the size of sub-band matrix is generated for each bit of the watermark image. The pseudorandom sequence $PN_0$ is used to embed the ‘0’ watermark bit in the selected sub-band while $PN_1$ is used to embed the ‘1’ watermark bit.

**Step 5:** Embed the $PN$ sequences in the selected DWT sub-band using a *watermark amplification factor* $K$. Number of elements in the selected sub-band and $PN$ sequence must be equal for embedding to take place. If we denote $W_i$ as coefficients matrix of the selected subband, then embedding is done according to the equations as follows:

If the watermark bit is 0

$$I_{wav} = W_{wav} + K \cdot PN_{i,0} \quad \text{where } uv \in \{LH, HL, HH\}$$ (1)

Otherwise,

$$I_{wav} = W_{wav} + K \cdot PN_{i,1}$$ (2)

**Step 6:** Apply the inverse DWT repeatedly on the transformed image, including the modified sub-band, until the watermarked image is produced.

*Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)* measures the perceptual quality of a watermarked image [23]. This is calculated as a performance metric and determines perceptual transparency of the watermarked image with respect to original host image.

$$PSNR = 10 \log_{10} \frac{MN \max_{x,y} P_{x,y}^2}{\sum_{x,y}(P_{x,y} - \tilde{P}_{x,y})^2}$$ (3)

where

$M$ and $N$ are number of rows and columns respectively in the input image,

$P_{x,y}$ is the original fingerprint, and

$\tilde{P}_{x,y}$ is the watermarked fingerprint.

**B. Extraction procedure**

The steps of minutiae watermark extraction are as follows:

**Step 1:** Apply 1-level DWT to the watermarked fingerprint. For performance evaluation of the scheme, this step can be preceded by attack on the image. This attack might be noise attack, geometrical distortion, filtering or compression attack.

**Step 2:** Select the sub-band into which the watermark was embedded.

**Step 3:** Regenerate the pseudorandom sequence ($PN$) using the same seed which was used in the watermark embedding procedure described above.

**Step 4:** Calculate the correlation between the selected watermarked sub-band and the generated pseudorandom sequence.
Step 5: Compare each correlation value with the mean correlation value. If the calculated correlation value is greater than the twice of the mean, then the extracted watermark bit will be taken as a ‘0’, otherwise it is taken as a ‘1’. The recovery process then iterates through the entire PN sequence until all the bits of the watermark have been recovered.

Step 6: Reconstruct the watermark image using the extracted watermark bits, and compute the similarity between the original and extracted watermarks using fitness function. This fitness function is defined as [16]

\[
\text{Fitness of recovery (ρ)} = 100 \times \text{Correlation factor}
\]

where correlation factor = cross-correlation coefficient between original watermark and extracted watermark.

Step 7: Minutiae points are then regenerated by stacking bit planes and converting them back to decimal system.

IV. MINUTIAE EMBEDDING/EXTRACTION RESULTS

The extraction has been tested under various noise attacks (salt & pepper, gaussian, speckle), geometrical distortion (scaling), low-pass filtering and JPEG compression attacks. The value of amplification or gain factor, “K” is changed linearly. For different values of K, the variations in transparency of watermarked fingerprint and robustness to attacks are analysed. The best output for optimum K with perfect recovery has been displayed for the three test watermarks. The main parameters as outputs are PSNR of watermarked image and Fitness of recovery of extracted watermark (with and without attack). The host image is a 388 × 374 indexed fingerprint image (Fig. 4(a)). The binary watermark as shown in Fig. 4(b) is formed from the minutiae details of the fingerprint as shown in Table II. Initial seed used a 35 × 1 vector. This scheme has been tested against a database [24] of eighty fingerprint images. The values have been recorded corresponding to biorthogonal CDF wavelet (9 × 7 filter) bank as it is found to be most suitable for image watermarking applications.

A. Minutiae watermark embedding results

The watermarked images for all values of K (1 to 4) have been displayed in Table III. Table IV shows watermarked fingerprints for four other cover fingerprints from the test database [24].
Fig. 5 Recovered Watermark (without attack), Fitness = 100%, number of erroneous minutiae = 0

Table V shows experimentally calculated fitness values (ρ) of extracted watermark for various values of “K” and noise, scaling, low-pass filtering and JPEG compression attacks. It also shows number of erroneous minutiae points (Err) extracted for different watermarking weights.

C. Discussion

From the values of the fitness, it can be observed that

- K=1 and 2 do not give perfect extraction even for low degrees of noises. Lesser correlation values are obtained on scaling and JPEG compression attacks also.
- K=3 gives fair recovery for attacks other than the scaling attack.
- K=4 gives fair recovery for all the attacks but not perfect.
- K=5 and 6 gives very good fitness of recovered watermark for all kinds of attacks. For noise attacks and low pass filtering, the extraction is 100% or nearly 100%. Good robustness is observed against scaling and JPEG compression attack too. It is apparent that values of K=5 and K=6 are candidates for being the optimum.

---

**Table III**

| Watermarked Images with Corresponding PSNR Values for Different Values of K |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| K=1 | K=2 | K=3 |
| PSNR = 35.6 dB | PSNR = 28.8 dB | PSNR = 21.7 dB |

**Table IV**

<p>| Different Watermarked Fingerprints with Corresponding PSNR Values for K=5 |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Fingerprint</th>
<th>Watermarked Fingerprint</th>
<th>PSNR (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5 Recovered Watermark (without attack), Fitness = 100%, number of erroneous minutiae = 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table V**

| Fitness of Recovery and Number of Errors in Extracted Watermark for Attacked Watermarked Images for Different Values of Amplification Factor K |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| K | Salt & Pepper noise (density =0.04) | Gaussian noise (mean=0 variance=0.04) | Scaling (2:1:2) | Low pass filtering (5 × 5) | JPEG (Q=50) |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| 1 | ρ | 93.36 | 89.41 | 75.45 | 99.5 | 95.51 |
| Err | 9 | 12 | 21 | 1 | 5 |
| 2 | ρ | 95.34 | 92.35 | 83.56 | 99.5 | 96.35 |
| Err | 5 | 8 | 16 | 1 | 4 |
| 3 | ρ | 100 | 94.24 | 90.35 | 100 | 98.23 |
| Err | 0 | 6 | 10 | 0 | 2 |
| 4 | ρ | 100 | 97.88 | 97.62 | 100 | 99.5 |
| Err | 0 | 3 | 3 | 0 | 1 |
| 5 | ρ | 100 | 98.91 | 98.42 | 100 | 100 |
| Err | 0 | 2 | 2 | 0 | 0 |
| 6 | ρ | 100 | 99.76 | 99.42 | 100 | 100 |
| Err | 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 |

**B. Minutiae watermark extraction results**

Fig. 5 shows watermark extraction in the absence of any noise attack on the watermarked fingerprint. It is apparent that watermark recovery without noise attack is 100%. Number of errors in extracted minutiae points was found to be zero.
amplification values, as lower values of $K$ give lesser fitness of correlation.

- Although it might be reckoned that $K=5$ gives PSNR values quite low (19.6 dB), the purpose of its use in fingerprint watermarking does not get defeated because the objective is authenticity check. The verification/identification processes are invariably followed by binarization which can eliminate the effect of watermarking up to $K=5$. $K=6$ is not chosen as the optimum value due to unacceptably low PSNR. This leaves $K=5$ as the optimum value for transparency-robustness trade-off.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Fig. 6 shows variation of PSNR for three fingerprints from the database as $K$ is increased.

The following points are apparent from the experimental results:

- All images show perceptibility degradation with increase in $K$. (Fig. 6).
- Perfect extraction of watermark has been observed for all values of $K$ in the absence of attacks.
- The optimum value of amplification or gain factor, $K$ was found to be 5 for salt and pepper noise density up to 0.04, Gaussian noise of zero mean and variance up to 0.04, scaling, low pass filtering ($5 \times 5$) and JPEG compression up to quality 50. The scheme can be optimized for robustness-transparency trade-off for $K=5$ as it is found to be give good recovery with all attacks.

VI. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE

The response of the proposed technique was tested for all the fingerprints of the database [24]. Table VI shows the fitness of recovery values obtained using the proposed technique in comparison with that obtained using existing DCT-based watermarking technique [11]. It is observed that the performance of the DWT-based technique is better than the plain DCT-based technique in terms of correlation coefficients and erroneous minutiae for all the attacks. This can be explained due to the multiresolution property of DWT. Due to spatio-frequency resolution of DWT, it offers more degrees of freedom as compared with DCT. Furthermore, the computational cost for DWT is lower than that of DCT. The computational cost of DWT is $O(n \log(n))$, where $n$ is the order of the transform input vector [17]. Since the computational cost of DWT is lower than that of DCT, the DWT-based fingerprint watermarking technique can be considered suitable to give noteworthy robustness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>DWT</th>
<th>DCT [11]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>$\text{Err}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt &amp; pepper noise</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(density = 0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian noise</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mean = 0 variance = 0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale (2:1:2)</td>
<td>98.42</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Pass Filter ($5 \times 5$)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG (Q = 5)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed minutiae-watermarking scheme is found to be an efficient technique using DWT. The embedding/extraction for all images in the database have been achieved successfully and the watermarking scheme is found to give equally good results for all fingerprints in the database. It is experimented successfully for all possible cases – recovery under normal extraction and with noise attacks of varying degrees (gaussian, salt & pepper), geometrical distortion (scaling), low pass filtering and JPEG compression attacks. Since minutiae can be robustly extracted for even severely degraded watermarked fingerprints, this technique can be considered useful for secure transmission of fingerprint details over a channel. The purpose of the proposed watermarking scheme to extract minutiae from even tampered fingerprint is successfully met with good efficiency.
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